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GENEALOGY RESEARCH TEAM 
CEMETERY TOUR 
TUESDAY 27 JUNE 2017 
Some of the team of volunteers who are using 
their genealogy research skills to find out 
more about the people buried at Karori 
Cemetery during the flu pandemic gathered 
for a walk-and-talk tour on Tuesday 27 June. 
Fortunately, the sun shone, to reduce slightly 
the chilling effect of a small but cold breeze. 
We visited the Anglican, Catholic and Public 
sections, identifying the plots of those whose 
stories have already been researched, and 
sharing their stories. After 2.5 hours, a retreat 
for a warming cuppa was most welcome. 

  

Jenny, John, Max, Michael & Beverley 

GENEALOGY RESEARCH 

PRESENTATIONS 

The Genealogy Research Team have 
completed biographies of more than fifty 
people who died during the influenza 
pandemic and were buried in Karori 
Cemetery. These will be progressively 
uploaded to the project blog in the next few 
weeks. Their research has identified some 
interesting themes, and they have faced some 
real challenges obtaining information. Come 
along and hear them talk about their work, 
and the stories they have uncovered. 

When: Sunday 13 August, 2.00pm-
4.00pm.  
Where: Community Room, Karori 
Recreation Centre (behind the 
Library) 
Entry: Free, cuppa and biscuits 
included 
 

FINALIST! 
Every year, Wellington International Airport, 
Wellington Community Trust, and five local 
councils come together to recognise the work 
carried out by community groups in the wider 
Wellington region. The focus of the Awards is 



to celebrate volunteers for their valuable 
contribution to society. 
The 1918 Influenza  project is on the (lengthy) 
list of Finalists for an award. An Awards event 
is being held on 10 August in the Renouf 
Foyer, Michael Fowler Centre. I have been 
invited to attend, along with Michael 
Stacpoole, who submitted our application. 
The winning projects receive a cash prize and 
a certificate. Take a look at the following 
webpage for the list of Finalists: 
https://www.wellingtonairport.co.nz/news/ai

rport-updates/2017-wellington-airport-

regional-community-award-finalists/ 

 

PALE RIDER: THE SPANISH FLU OF 
1918 AND HOW IT CHANGED THE 
WORLD 

 

“It spanned the breadth of the globe and 
killed up to 100 million people, making it the 
greatest human disaster of the twentieth 
century - and possibly in all of recorded 
history. And yet, in our popular conception, 
the Spanish flu of 1918 exists largely as a 
footnote to World War I. Why? In Pale Rider, 
Laura Spinney recounts the tale of an 

overlooked pandemic, tracing it from India to 
Brazil, from Persia to Spain, and from South 
Africa to Ukraine. Drawing on the latest 
research in history, virology, epidemiology, 
psychology and economics, she narrates a 
catastrophe that changed humanity for 
decades to come, and continues to make itself 
felt today"  
Laura Spinney made contact from her home in 
Paris not long after our project began. Her 
latest message advises she is about to be 
interviewed by Kim Hill for Radio NZ National 
so keep an ear out during the next couple of 
weeks.  We may well get a mention! 
Her book is now available, from Amazon, in 
Kindle version, and from 12 September in 
hard copy. If you are lucky enough to have a 
bookshop in your area, they could order it for 
you. Wellington Central Library has one copy, 
and there are already several reserves on it, 
so get your name on the list. If we win a few 
dollars from the Regional Awards we could 
purchase a copy for circulation round project 
volunteers! 

 

NZ SOCIETY OF GENEALOGISTS 
CONFERENCE 1-4 JUNE 2018 

The organisers of this conference, which has 
the theme “Echoes of Our Past” have called 
for speakers to present on subjects that end 
in “8”. I have therefore submitted an 
application and look forward to preparing a 
presentation accordingly. 
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